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Its a huge loss for our family but its also a huge loss for
students. Not only for the ones who had him, but for
students who hadn't had the opportunity to have him.
Laura Marshall
Todd Marshall was a professor who was always committed to his students
By Angela Gr.cn
Reporter

Todd Marshall, 46, lecturer of biology
at Firelands campus, died unexpectedly of undetermined causes at his
home on March 14.
He had a passion for nature and a
passion for helping his students learn
about nature.
Victor Odafe.chairofthedepartment
of natural and social sciences, was
hired at the same time as Marshall.
"He was a very dedicated teacher,"
Odafe said. "Students were his first
priority. He went to any length to help
students."
This semester was sophomore Angel
Cunningham's second semester with
Marshall.
"If we had any trouble, he'd go the
extra mile," Cunningham said.
She said if students were struggling
before a test, Marshall would hold
extra study sessions.
"He was tough, but when you passed
his class you knew for a fact that you
knew what was going on," she said.
Marshall graduated from the
University in 1985 with a degree in biology. He worked as a research assistant
at Case Western Reserve University
for two years and then went to the
University of Michigan for his master's
degree with the help of a National
Science Foundation fellowship.
He then taught at Ohio State
MARSHALL
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BLAZING THE CAMPAIGN TRAIL

Humane Ohio helps
keep pets with families
By Nicol. Krohn
Reporter

AUIHAWZAS I IHEBGNEWS

TEAMWORK: (TOP) USG Presidential and Vke Presidential candidates Clayton Stewart
and Brandon Double repair and Hang a sign on the side of a house on East Wooster Street on
Sunday The sign encourages students to vote for them in the upcoming election.
(BOTTOM) During an Arts Village meeting on Sunday night. USG Presidential and Vice
Presidential candidates Kevin Basch and Dan Caldwell talk about their roles in student goverment. The team also answered a question concerning faculty unionization

CAMPUS

For many people, pets bring
hope and love, but with tough
economic times it is becoming
more difficult to afford them,
David and Brenda Clevenger
of Toledo understand this all
too well.
When Brenda was diagnosed with stage four ovarian
cancer, David quit his job to
take care of her. It became
impossible to afford pet food
for their three dogs, so they
began feeding them people
food.
David contacted Humane
Ohio, a nonprofit organization
that provides low-cost spaying and neutering services in
the greater Toledo area. He
explained his situation and
the next day the Clevengers
found dog food and treats on
their front porch when they
got home.
"David would always say
'Even on my wife's worst days,
our dogs are laying there with
her, supporting her, and we
can't stand to think of having
to get rid of them,'" said Jill
Borkowski, marketing manager for Humane Ohio. "He

Campus sees increase in RAs

Opinions dash on health care bill
Guest columnist Christian Powers argues fn favor

able to keep their
dogs..."
Jill Borkowski | Marketing

always says they wouldn't
have been able to keep their
dogs without our help."
Humane Ohio's mission is
to stop pet overpopulation
and keep pets with their families. As a result of foreclosure,
unemployment and the poor
economy, more pets are being
surrendered to animal shelters or abandoned. Between
six to eight million animals
throughout the nation are
euthanized annually because
shelters are overcrowded,
Borkowski said.
Humane Ohio, located at
3131 Temainsville Road in
Toledo, provides many services to people in the area, including Wood County. These services include free pet food and
free transportation to the spay
and neuter clinic.
See PETS | Page 3
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ON THE COURT: Lauren Prochaska drives past a Michigan State defender in the Falcon's
72-62 loss to the Spartans on Saturday. Prochaska was named the MAC Player of the Year
and scored a game-high 19 points.

Falcons lose NCAA
tournament dreams,
fall to Spartans
ByPaulBanwy

combined for eight of the Falcons'
113-pointers in the game.
Eight of the team's 113-pointers
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - The Falcons' came in the first half, including
stint in the NCAA Tournament three as part of a 15-0 run from
abruptly came to an end Saturday BG after falling behind 8-0 to start
aftemoon.asfifth-seeded Michigan the game.
The Spartans would battle back,
State made sure there would be no
upset in the first round, knock- however, as they went on another
ing off 12th-seeded BG 72-62 at 8-0 to regain the lead 16-15 at the
Freedom Hall in Louisville, Ky, and 11:02 mark
"I think we played a great first half.
ending their season at 27-7.
"I can't begin to express how We came out ready to compete this
proud 1 am of our effort," BG coach game and we weren't going to back
Curt Miller said. "We've grown a lot down," Prochaska said. "They took
through the season and we didn't an early 8-0 lead but we weren't
back down. We went toe-to-toe going to let the game get away
from us that early."
with a very talented team."
Lauren Prochaska had a gameSee BASKETBALL [Page 3
high 19 points and teammate
Tracy Pontius added 15, as the duo
Assistant Sports Editor

Q&A with USG candidates
Next week two students will face off in the Undergraduate Student
Government presidential election. lunior Kevin Basch and sophomore
Clayton Stewart are battling for your votes. Read their answers below to find
out where they stand on student issues and send The BG News questions of
your own at thenews@bgnews.com.

Question: What is your position on USG's
neutral stance on a faculty union?
Kevin Basch
USG presidential
candidate

Clayton Stewart
USG presidential
candidate

I agree with USG's neutral stance for a
faculty union. As of right now. the faculty
have not yet voted for or against a union
forming. They were turning in signature
cards which would allow them to vote in
support or opposition ol a union. I feel it
is not USG's place to dictate to faculty if
they should or should not create a union.
It is up to faculty if they want one. I fully
support faculty exercising their democratic
right to pursue the creation of a collective bargaining unit. No matter what the
outcome, a Stewart/Double administration
will be more than willing to work with all
and any groups that ensure student issues
are addressed.

Sports Editor Sean Shapiro and

on the topic of a for-profit health care system, while

columnist Andrew Hamer respond to

academic year due to occupancy chang-

faculty columnist Phil Schurrer stands in opposition

the Falcons' NCAA loss to Michigan,

es in residence halls | Pag« 3

to the issue |P«J*4

discussing the pros and cons | Ptogt 6

the number of RAs in the 2010-2011
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Falcons' loss sparks debate
1
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The University will see an increase in

"He always says they
wouldn't have been

Mi

I am fully supportive on the stance
that USG has taken toward faculty
unionization and fully supportive of
the resolution we just passed through
the USG Senate. We have made a
few things very clear in this resolution
and I support each and every one of
these points. 1) We respect the rio,ht
of the faculty to unionize 2.) We can
appreciate the fact that they have
grievances with the administration. 3.)
We understand that a faculty union will
change the face of shared governance
on this campus and 4.) regardless of
this change we fully expect the students
to have a voice in continued shared
governance.

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
If you could have anyone spayed or neutered who
would it be?
Richard Kammer
Junior, Cnminal Justice
"My ex-girlfiend" | Page4
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BLOTTER
THURS., MARCH 18
12:48 A.M.
Lance Giles, of Oxford. Ohio, was
cited for underage under the influence at McDonald Hall.
1:39 A.M.
Nicholas Hoffmann, of Milwaukee.
VVis.. was cited for underage possession and disorderly conduct.
Ryan Bellew. of Powell, Ohio, and
Andrew Sobole. of Chardon. Ohio,
were both cited for underage consumption.
2:56 A.M.
Nicholas Huber. of Bowling Green,
was cited for disorderly conduct in
Lot 11.

12:27 P.M.
Complainant reported that a premise within 200 block of S. Prospect
St. had an excessive amount of
trash in the yard.

2:42 P.M.
Complainant reported that she
lost her wallet, containing $250
cash, her driver's license, a Walmart
debit card with $1,100. and a $150
IPAY card within 1600 block of E.
Wooster St. A witness stated that
he saw a man pick up the wallet and
drive away.

2:51 P.M.
Patricia A. Cook. 50. of Custar.
Ohio, was arrested for shoplifting
after exiting Meijer without paying
for $84.41 worth of merchandise.

10:04 P.M.
Alexandru Moraru. 25. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for shoplifting
at Meijer.

10:31 P.M.
Cynthia Bnngman. of Port Clinton,
Ohio, was cited for open container
in Lot N.

FRI., MARCH 19

Celebrate
Customer
Appreciation
Week at BOTH

BOWLING GREEN
LOCATIONS.

1:59 A.M.
Sean M Hughs, 20. of Hudson.
Ohio, was cited for underage under
the influence within 500 block of E.
Wooster St.

9:04 A.M.
Resident within 900 block of N.
Grove St. reported that five brackets from a white vinyl fence were
broken out. causing an estimated
$50 in damage.

9:55 AM.
Complainant reported a fight within
300 block of Colony Lane, but
residents were only verbally arguing
about where the cigarettes were.

3:09 P.M.
Tammy M. Garner, 38. of Bradner.
Ohio, was arrested for shoplifting
at Walmart after exiting the store
without paying for $36.57 worth of
merchandise.

9:34 P.M.
Resident within 800 block of Fifth
Street was warned for disorderly
conduct/loud music.

10:23 P.M.
Complainant reported that two
subjects stole a cornhole game valued at $50 around 3 p.m. within the

12:17 A.M.
Taylor R. Johnson, 16, and Sean K.
Warren II, 18. both of Holland. Ohio,
were cited for littering near the
Wood County Public Library.

Perrysburg, Ohio, was cited
for using the I.D. of another at
Uptown/ Downtown.
Domirrik M. Grayson. 21, of
Perrysburg, was cited for lending
his I.D. to another at Uptown/
Downtown.

12:47 A.M.

1:07 AM.

Thomas F Yocum, 22, of
Wapakoneta. Ohio, was cited for
disorderly conduct/public urination within the 800 block of N.
Enterprise St.

Complainant reported that an
unknown person assaulted him for
no reason near Lot 4.

at the Wood County Public Library.

1:45 AM.
Individual was warned for disorderly
conduct/fighting after causing
problems with staff at Uptown/
Downtown.

12:55 A.M.
Complainant reported subjects in
her yard throwing beer cans within
300 block of E. Wooster St.

1:49 A.M.
Joshua T. Kelley, 19. of Wapakoneta,
Ohio, was cited for open container,
underage under the influence, and
warned for littering near the corner
of Clough and S. Prospect Streets.

1:37 AM.
Individuals near the corner of Ridge
and N. Enterprise Streets were
warned for disorderly conduct/
fighting.

1:58 AM.
Robert T. Lavin, 24. of River, Ohio,
was cited for disorderly conduct/
public urination within 100 block of
E Court St.

1:53 AM.
. Briege A. Donahue, 19. of
Waterville, Ohio, was arrested for
disorderly conduct after being
observed removing a construction
barrel from the 300 block of N.
Main St.

4:28 AM.
Resident within 200 block of S.
College Drive was warned for disorderly conduct/loud music.

300 block of Campbell Hill Road.
11:20 P.M.
Sarah J. Farney, 21, and Kyle
Eugene Kolsicki, 25. both of
Bowling Green, were arrested for
domestic violence against each
other.

11:32 P.M.
Tyler L Sifuentes, 19, of Mcclure,
Ohio, was cited for disorderly conduct/public urination and possession of marijuana near Lot 4.

SAT., MARCH 20
12:12 A.M.
John Patrick Paletar. 19. of Evans.
Ga., was arrested for possession of
drug paraphernalia, underage possession of beer, and physical control

WWW.BGVIEWS.COM

7:24 P.M.
Keicha Monique Davis, 34. of Lima.
Ohio, was arrested for forgery, prohibited acts, and obstructing official
business for having an altered
temporary tag with the expiration
date whited out, and for presenting
identification that identified her as
someone else

SUN., MARCH 21
1209 A.M.
Ryan J. Doner was cited for disorderly conduct/public urination near
Lot 3.

12:47 A.M.
Napoleon A Ruffin. 20. of

2:42 AM.
Robert Cody Hogwood. 27. of
Hazel Green. Ala., was cited for
disorderly conduct/public urination
within 100 block of W. Wooster St.

3:44 AM.
Individual was warned for disorderly
conduct/loud music within 700
block of E. Napoleon Road.

1^

i for the
complete blotter list.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS
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SPACIOUS APARTMENTS
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
EXTRA AMENITIES

MARSHALL
From Page 1
University Lima campus for
three years before he came to
the University in 1993 to teach
anatomy and physiology, chemistry and biology courses.
Sophomore Nina Kuharick
scheduled her classes around
Marshall's class because several other students recommended him.
"He made it seem interesting
enough so you'd want to go look
stuff up on your own about it."
she said.
Marshall brought his own
experiences and stories into the
classroom to help teach.
"He always told jokes and stories," Cunningham said. "We
learned so much about his family."
Marshall's wife Laura said
at the visitations that students
got to meet their three children:
Jessica, 23, lohn, 22, and loshua,
18.
Students were able to match
the story with the family member.
"He'd always try to get students to reach their full potential," Laura said.
In 1996, Marshall received
the University's Distinguished
Teaching Award and was nominated at least six times after.
Marshall's passion for nature
extended from his classroom
and into the hallway.
"He kept plants and flowers
right outside his lab," Laura
said. "If they'd get too big, he'd
thin them out and put them in
smaller pots. When you'd walk
down his hallway, it was always
warm and comforting. It was
like a greenhouse."
Marshall's love for nature
started at a young age.
"He loved it from the time he
was a little boy," Laura said. "As
we were going through things,
we found his first microscope
he bought when he was 7 years
old. He had saved up all his
money and ordered it from the
Sears catalog."
Marshall also enjoyed fishing, gardening, landscaping,
and taking walks. He was a
judge for high school science
fairs for three years and a Boy
Scout leader.
He also enjoyed spending
time with his family.
"He was a wonderful dad,"
Laura said. "He was very caring
and generous with his kids. It
was quite a joy for him to spend
time with them and to sec them
grow up."

"Home away from Home"

J

* Big Boy.
Monday - Sunday
3/22/10 - 3/28/10

Big Boy & Fries
Just $3.85
Drive-thru &
carry-out only.

Make Any
Sandwich
A Combo * $1.80
Dine-in only.
Combo = sandwich, fry,
soft drink. No substitutions.

Tuesday 3/23/10
Kids 10 & Under
EAT FREE
with adult meal
purchase 1 for 1.
All day Tuesday
dine-in only.

Saturday & Sunday
3/27 & 3/28/10
$6.55 Weekend
Breakfast Bar
Available regular
breakfast bar hours.
Regular price $7.55.
Whal't Your
\Favorile Thingt

1006 N. Main St.
419.352.5131

Mo» AcctpU
(XPIHtS > 10 10

WWW.SPEEDYBURRIT0S.COM

425 E. WOOSTER * BEHIND THE NEW DOMINO'S

Editor Applications
Now being accepted by the University Board of
Student Publications for the following positions:

BG News Editor
Summer 2010

BG News Editor
2010-2011 Academic Year

The Gavel Editor
2010-2011 Academic Year

The Key magazine Editor
2010-2011 Academic Year

The Obsidian Editor
2010-2011 Academic Year
Applications may be picked up in 204 West Hall. ■
Applications due: 5pm Tuesday, March 30 in 204 West Hal
Interviews will be Friday, April 2.

AND

1540 E. Wooster St.
419.352.3531
Bowling Green, OH

•WE DELIVER*
2 Big Burritos - $5.99

1 Big Burritos + Drink - $3.99

99* Mini
Hot Fudge Cake
Dine-in, drive-thru,
or carry-out.

419-806-4729

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533 or visit villagegreen-bg.org
480 Lehman Avenue • Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

She said Marshall was more
concerned for his kids than he
was for himself and was always
looking out for them. She said
if any of their children came
home from college for a day
or more, Marshall would wash
their car, clean it out, nil the
tank with gas and then make
sure it was safe to drive. The
family called him the vehicle
fleet manager.
Marshall and his wife were
students at the University
together and have been married for more than 25 years.
Marshall had been teaching for 20 years and this year
for spring break, his wife convinced him to step out of his
office and actually take a break.
The two went on a cruise to
the Bahamas.
"It was a very special week,
very memorable," I .aura said.
They went snorkeling, saw
fish and sting rays while taking walks on the beach and
Marshall even rented a motorcycle.
Even during spring break,
Marshall made sure to put his
students first.
Marshall posted grades on
a corkboard outside his office
and would also e-mail grades
before he handed tests back.
"We took a test before spring
break and he had them graded
before we left so we didn't have
to worry about how we did,"
Cunningham said.
Odafe said at the end of
each semester, Marshall
would get thank you cards
from students whofound him
to be an inspiration. Some
students even went on to be
biology majors and teachers
because of Marshall.
"It's a huge loss for our
family but it's also a huge
loss for students. Not only
for the ones who had him,
but for students who hadn't
had the opportunity to have
him," Laura said. "I don't
think Todd ever realized
how much impact he had
with students."
He also wrote many recommendation letters for students.
"They'll be able lo replace
the teacher, but they won't
be able to replace the person," Cunningham said.
A memorial service for
Marshall will be held from
4 p.m. to 5 p.m. today in
the Cedar Point Center at
Firelands campus.
The Huron Coroner's
Office is still determining
the cause of death.

HOUSES AVAILABLE for 2010-11
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Available May 15, 2010
146 1/2 Manville

710 Elm St.
One bedroom upper. Limit 2 people.
Three bedrooms.
$420.00 per month plus utilities.
$760.00 per month plus utilities.
Deposit $420.00. Lease 5/15710-5/7/11 Deposit $760.00. Has washer, dryer.
517 N. Summit
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Three bedrooms. Limit 3 people.
Lease 5/15/10-5/7-11.
$1,050 per month plus utilities.
Has attached garage. Limit 3 cars.
722 Eighth St.
Lease 5/15/10-5/7/11.
Three bedrooms.
$750.00 per month plus utilities.
704 Second.
Deposit $575.00.
Three bedrooms
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
$975.00 per month plus utilities.
Lease 5/15/10 -5/7/11.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 5(15/10 -5/7/11.

Available August 19, 2010
714 Eighth *B
Two bedrooms.
$680.00 per month plus utilities.
Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
Has A/C. Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11.
720 Eighth St.
Three bedrooms. Limit 3 people.
$575.00 per month plus utilities.
Limit 3 cars. Lease 8/19/10 - 8/6/11.
830 Scott Hamilton
Three bedrooms, 2 baths.
$925.00 per month plus utilities.
Has A/C. Limit 5 people. Limit 5 cars.
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11.

256 S. College *A.
Three bedrooms. $750.00
per month plus utilities.
Limit 4 people. Limit 4 cars.
Lease 8/19/10 -8/6/11.

712 Second, Ifl and B
Two bedrooms in each unit.
$690.00 per month plus utilities.
Has dishwasher, C/A.
Limit 2 people. Limit 2 cars.
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11.

723 Sixth
Three bedrooms.
$565 00 per month plus utilities.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Tenants do not have use of garage.
Lease 8/19/10-8/6/11.
908 E. Wooster
Three bedrooms.
$1,020.00 per month plus utilities.
Limit 3 people. Limit 3 cars.
Lease 8/19/10 -8/8/11.

Familiei with children welcome to apply (or any rental unit.

BOWLING GflEEN JfTATE

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell)
www.johnnewloverealestate.co, i
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Student athletes perform for Haiti

PHOTOS BY: COURTNEY STELLAR

• Jm
- am

mfr
TALENT SHOW: SAAC hosts a Student-Athlete Talent Show Sunday evening in the Perry Field House All proceeds from this event
went towards the Haiti relief efforts. The swim team opened up the night with a dance to "Don t Stop Believing"

Residence Life hires more RAs
for upcoming academic year
By Nicol*
Nicol. Krohn
Reporter
There will be a rise in the number
of resident advisers for the 201011 academic year.
The increase is due to
occupancy changes in residence
halls from single to double
rooms, said Sarah Waters, senior
associate director of Residence
Life. There will be 165 RAs next
year, which is eight more than
this year.
In liibruary, Residence Life
hired 70 new RAs.
Waters said Residence Life
was looking for a wide variety
of people but there are some
qualities the applicants must
have.
"We're looking for students
who can be role models and are
committed to the on-campus
experience," she said.
Lakeshia
Dowlen,
senior
coordinator in Residence Life,
agreed.
"We look for people who
have a desire and passion for
the work of ati RA," she said.
"We want people who have a
quality to help others, a people
person, someone approachable
I and friendly."
RAs must have at least a 2.5
GPA, have lived on-campus at
least one semester and be in good
standing with the University.

The selection process started
in the fall with information
sessions,
applications,
job
shadowing and an interview
process.
With about 200 applications
for RA positions, Residence life
had nearly three times as many
applicants as vacancies. Waters

said.
Freshman Dan Godbey is one
of the new RAs hired to work in
the Kreischer quad next year.
"The application process was
a challenge because you got to
meet your competition," (iodbey
said. "It showed how many good
applicants there were for the
positions. And they asked pretty
difficult questions, questions that
really made you think."
Godbey also said it takes a
certain type of person to be an
RA.
"I think it takes a person who
shows leadership, who can relate
to different situations, a diverse
person," he said. "I've always
seen myself in a leadership position. I'm always able to relate to
people and I consider myself a
role model."
He said there are many things
he is looking forward to as an RA.
"I
like
being
the
guy
people come to when they have
questions," Godbey said. "1 want
to build community with my
residence and get them to be

HILLSDALE APARTMENTS
3 BEDROOMS

wt
active at BG. because when
you're active, you have more
fun."
Dowlen said RAs are
important because they play
a crucial role on campus.
"We are a residential college, and we need to have
resources available to students," she said. "Building
community is very important and RAs are the folks set
up to do that."

2010-11 Resident Advisers
Tentative number of Resident
Advisers for 2010-11 school year
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Harshman - 44
Kreischer - 44
Kohl -12
Founders -19
McDonald - 26
Offenhauer - 20
Total = 165

PETS
"Our mission is to control
pet overpopulation by making
sure spay and neuter is available at low cost and accessible to people through free
transportation," Borkowski
said. "We're working toward a
time when there are no more
homeless animals."
In September 2009, Humane
Ohio started a food bank with
the help of Feed Your Neighbor
Ministry. In the first two
months, they fed over 200 dogs,
almost 200 cats and four birds,
a total of over 2,000 pounds of
pet food.
"We just saw such a need in
the community," Borkowski
said. "We noticed people were
giving their pets their own food.
We just want to make sure no
pet goes without food, and
people aren't sacrificing their
own health and nutrition."
In January, they started running the food bank out of their
own clinic. Since then, they
have given out pel food to at
least 60 households, including
HO owned cats, 39 roaming cats,
• 95 dogs and one guinea pig.
I lowevcr, these numbers may
he higher because Humane
Ohio just recently started
recording the data.
Daryl Goates of Toledo is
one of the pet owners helped
by the food bank. He has five
dogs, but hasn't been able to
get them neutered and was
having trouble affording food.
Humane Ohio was able to
neuter his two female dogs for
$50 iuid his three male dogs for
free. They also started giving
him food once a month.
"They do everything and
anything they can do to help
people with their animals,"
Goates said. "I wouldn't even
have my dogs right now if it
wasn't for them."
Humane Ohio depends
on donations from the
community and pet stores to
supply the food. Petco and Pet
Supplies Plus donate damaged
food, such as torn bags or bags
with an older design label.
"The first few months, that's
where all our food came from,"
Borkorski said. "We couldn't
have done it without them."
Borkowski said since word
has gotten out through the
media, the community has
really helped with donations.
She said one family decided
to spend all the money they
would normally spend on
Christmas gifts and bought pet
food to donate.
Humane
Ohio
also
provides
free
transportation from Wood
Gounty to Toledo for pet
owners who do not want to or
cannot drive to get their pet
spayed or neutered.
The pets are picked up from

a specific location in Bowling
Source: Lakeshia Dowlen,
Senior Coordinator in the Office
of Residence I jfe

Green and returned to that
spot.
"Some people don't have

/CfEfcCA
Management Inc.

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio

www.meccabg.com
info@meccabg.com

419-353-5800

534 S. College St. $725
532 Elm St. $850
1002 E. Wooster St. $1200
(zoned for 4 unrelated people)

in those six seasons.

WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE
-APARTMENTSALSO INCLUDED

HEAT/HOT WATER/COOKING
INCLUDED

Two Outdoor Pools

INCLUDED

24 Hour Emergency Maintenance

BASIC CABLE

New Kitchen Cabinet & Appliances
Rent Payable Online
Lease Renewal Bonuses

Napoleon

OfticeH

HIGH SPEED INTERNET

On-Site Laundry Facilities
On BGSU Shuttle Route
Up to 5 People at NO EXTRA CHARGE
Dishwasher and Garbage Disposal
Full Basements
Washer and Dryer Unit
Patios & Grassy Areas Great For Cornhole
24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
Central Air & Heat
• Carports

BASKETBALL

From Page 1

access to transportation, or
they don't have gas money to
make two trips to Toledo, or
From I
it's just simply inconvenient,"
BG would retake the lead 31-30
Borkowski said. "Since we're
with 2:22 remaining off a 3-pointer
only open Monday through
&0O1 Pontius, but both teams tradFriday, we can save people
ed baskets down the stretch to take
from having to miss work or
just save them gas money."
a 36-36 scon' into the break.
Michigan State would pick up
Kristi
Brinker
of
Perrysburg has used the free
their defensive intensity in the
transportation to get six stray
second lialf and used its size and
cats she was taking care of neupliysicality to their advantage.
tered.
Once the Spartans broke a 3636 tie oil a 3-pointer from Aisha
"I work, so for me, it's a lot
easier to do the transportation
Jefferson thej never looked back.
because I don't have to miss as
IIincising their lead to as many
as 13 points, en route to a 10-point
much work," Brinker said. "It's
just a really great program. I
win.
think the transportation, once
Turnover, and the inability to
it catches on. will be a big help
keep Michigan State off the offensive glass cost the Falcons in the
to people in Wood Gounty."
Humane Ohio started in
game's final 20 minutes.
I he Spartans scored 13 points
2002. moved into their own
olT BG's nine second half turnfacility in January 2006. and
overs and had an 11 -I edge on the
moved into a larger facility in
offensive boards, which led to nine
September 2009. Since July
2002, they have spayed and
second-chance points.
neutered over 31.000 animals.
"Their intensity going to the
. I lowever, with the larger facility,
offensive gktss in the second half
really wore us down.'' Miller said.
they will now be able to neuter
up to 14.000 animals a vear.
■ i iic\ re bigger, stronger and faster.
Ybu have to play an A game to beat
In late 2007, the Cody Fund
that team anil we didn't quite play
was started to offer free spay
an A.'"
and neuter services to pet
owners who cannot afford it.
I tee throws ultimately hurt die
kilions in the second half as they
So far, the fund has helped
approximately 250 animals.
connected on just 9-of-16 at the
"We started the fund because
charity stripe,
"(Michigan State] just battled
a lot of people couldn't even
with us up and down, and I think
afford our low price spay and
neuter," Borkowski said. "We
the tire factor hit us at the end at
really noticed this when people
the licc-throw line." IVmtius said
Jefferson led the way lor
were coming in the food bank.
Michigan State with 17 p\>ints
They couldn't even afford a
bag of food, let alone spay and
to pace lour Spartans in cloubleligtiiv., including lasmine Thomas.
neuter, so we wanted to do
something more."
Brittnej Thomas and Lauren Aitch,
who scored II. 11 and 10 points,
On May 1. Humane Ohio
will be starting the "Give me
respectively
Six-foot-9-inch Allyssa Dellaan
Five" campaign to benefit
finished with eight points and 11
the Cody Fund. They will be
rebounds in 20 minutes of work.
asking people to donate S5
and arc hoping to make S5,(KX)
The Spartans took advantage of
the size mismatch and it showed,
or more.
While some vaccinations are
outrebounding the falcons 42-35
and otilscoring them 28-4 in the
available at the time of spay
paint.
and neuter, Humane Ohio is
They are a huge team and ecu
not a full service veterinary
physical." Prochaska said I'lin
clinic because their main goal
really tried to take advantage of
is to prevent unwanted litters.
that. We battled and competed
"We
just
want
people to know,
students
as hard as we could and I think
eventually, it jusi wore us clow n."
especially, we offer help, spay
Prochaska
and
Pontius
and neuter, free food or free
transportation," Borkowski
combined for 34 points, while Jen
Uhl finished with seven points and
said. "We know how hard it
can be when you're in school."
six rebounds,
Borkowski said there are
Senior Taia Breske finished her
lalcon career with seven points,
many ways to help Humane
while fellow senior lainika Nurse
Ohio, such as monetary
donations,
volunteering,
grabbed eight rebounds, but
planning a fundraiser or pet
Struggled from the floor, going 0for-3 with two ixiints.
food drive, donating pet food
.Miller and his stall lose a total of
at the drop off bins, donating
empty ink cartridges or old ] four seniors in Breske. Nurse, l«iuni
cell phones or linking a Kroger ) Bugher and Sarah Clapper.
Plus card to I lumane Ohio.
Breske. Bugher and (flapper were
"We know times are tough,
pan of 113 total wins at BG, which
but there are so many other
is the second-highest total in txilli
school and conference history.
ways to help without giving
A lot ran to be said about this
money," Borkowski said.
year's lalcons. a season in which
For more information on
ways to help or to set up an
they won the Mid-American
appointment, you can visit
Conference regular-season tine for
(he sixth consecutive year while
the Humane Ohio Web site
capturing the MAC Tournament
at http://humaneohio.org/ or
championship for the fourth time
call 419-266-5607.
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"He was tough, but when you passed his class you knew for a fact
that you knew what was going on."
- Angel Cunningham, sophomore, on recently-deceased Firelands professor
Todd Marshall [see story, pg. 1],
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"I'm trying to think of

have done it to

needs to be

the ugliest celebrity..

Michael Jackson."
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Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

AMANDA HIGHT.
Senior.
Early Childhood Education

DUSTINSPAULDING,

ASHLEY HANNAH.

Freshman.
Exercise Science

Senior,
Biology

ADAM KUFFNER,
Freshman.
Sports Management

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviewscom.

Head to head: The health care edition
After the Congressional vote on health care Sunday night, BG News columnists argue the pros and cons of a system of public health coverage

Being opposed to health care
conflicts with morality of most
By Christian Powcn
Columnist

I have been pondering the
arguments in support of our
for-profit health care system
and arguments against a public option. Upon inspection, it
is clear that position is inconsistent with other beliefs held
by many of the same people.
Inconstant beliefs are contradictory and irrational.
I pose this question to the
for-profit supporter: "Arc you
a Christian, or do you otherwise subscribe to some kind of
moral code of ethics that does
not involve goat heads, blood
and candles?" The answer is
normally, "Yes." So, I query,
"Whatever happened to 'I am
my brother's keeper,' the concepts of never leaving a fallen
brother behind, all for one
and one for all, honor, charity, compassion or the common good?" As I recall, none
of these have "As long as I
maximize profit" stapled to
them.
Apparently, doing the right
thing is not incentive enough.
If profit is the only thing driving us to do good things or
companies to provide health
services, all that says about
us as a society is that we are
idiots. It also proves either the
messages of most major religions are BS or the followers
do not get it.
Do not tell me we should do
unto others as we would have
done to ourselves, or that 1
should do service work or volunteer my time for the needy.
You can't claim those are rich,
rewarding, "right" things to do
and then follow with, "Screw
you if you can't find a job that
provides health care."
Anyone that goes to church
and comes out saying they
oppose a not-for-profit system that insures everyone has
access to health care is sending two conflicting messages.
The first is, "Doing the
right thing for the purest of
motives and the most important thing." along with all the
other moral value speak. The
second is, "Profit is the only
motive that will give us effective health-care" (in the face
of it not doing so — crazy!).
This is a classic logical contradiction, a "square circle."
So, I ask, "Which is it?"
Apparently they do not get
that our for-profit system

Health care debate indicates
democracy is alive and well

"It is crazy how we can print billions to pay
to bomb the crap out of a bunch of invisible

"What's more than a little upsetting to me

'terrorists'... but we can't make sure millions of

House... 'We have to pass the bill so that
you can find out what is in it.'"

Americans do not lose everything they have to
not die from choosing food over health care."
sucks right now and 36 other
countries are doing it better
than us.
Doing the right thing should
be motivating us to fund (as
a society) innovation and "
advancement in health care,
not watching your friends and
family suffer at the hands of
a system that enables and
protects the fictitious legal
persons, known as corporations, which allow you to suffer and even die of medical
issues because they will not
profit from your treatment.
The best-case scenario is they
treat you and then take all
your remaining wealth and
resources to insure they do
profit from your health issues
and leave you to be alive, but
destitute — nice job, people.
Insurance companies are
for profit. They do not profit
by paying for treatment; that is
an operating cost, an expense.
If they can deny you, they will.
That's part of how they made
billions of dollars last quarter.
The last time I checked, that
is a good chunk of projections
for the cost of Obama's bill
over the next 10 years. So, we
can afford to pay operating
cost plus billions in margin to
the insurance companies, but
we can't get everyone covered?
Apparently we can afford to
give it to the insurance companies as profit!
And take note, insurance
companies aren't driving
innovation; they are discouraging it because they do not
want to pay for it.
It is crazy how we can
print billions to pay to bomb
the crap out of a bunch of
invisible "terrorists" that are
responsible, on average, for
76 American deaths a year,
but we can't make sure millions of Americans do not lose ,
everything they have to not
die from choosing food over
health care.
We are all already paying
for the burden of a for-profit
system by having that system
limit access, causing people to

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column of news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

not go to the doctor when they
should. What would Jesus do,
cure your blindness and then
have you watch him take all
your belongings to cover His
time and energy?
And before anyone tries to
luriously assert I am against
capitalism, let mc be clear:
Capitalist institutions and forprofit business are great for
c ommodities. If you want a
better iPhone, there's no other
way. However, things like legal
representation, police proteclion, and health care are not
commodities.
Another inconsistent position is the "it is socialism"
argument. If socialism and
communism are bad and capitalism is the greatest thing
since sliced bread, why do we
have public education, libraries, police, fire rescue and a
whole plethora of social institutional services that are not
capitalistic or privatized?
Moreover, even though
we have public social-based
education, private schools
are doing just fine. We have
public police and private
security companies. We have
access to public defenders,
yet there is no shortage of
rich private lawyers, so I
doubt doctors will drop off
the face of the planet.
The logic behind the arguments against socialized
health care is simply fallacious and inconsistent with
everything reality presents us.
In addition, unless you think
we should get rid of public
schools, public police, fire rescue, legal representation as a
right, public roads, Medicare,
Medicaid.VA benefits, themilitary and everything else that
is not capitalistic, you should
be supporting health care as
a right. If you support any of
the above social institutions,
yet oppose a public option or
universal, single payer health
care, your beliefs system is
logically inconsistent.
Which is a nice way of saying
you are quite literally crazy.
Respond to Christian at
theneivs@bgnews.com

is the statement from the Speaker of the

By the time you read this, we'll
know if Congress passed the
health care bill. Several lessons can be learned from this
little exercise in democracy,
regardless of the outcome.
first, in spite of all rumors to
the contrary, Congress still listens to the people. Sometimes
not very well or very often, but
the change in the direction of
opinion since Ted Kennedy's
replacement took office was
noticeable. All of a sudden, the
Democrats weren't as confident; the Republicans weren't
as forlorn. Nothing since has
been taken for granted by
either side.
The other evidence for presence of the will of the people
is the problem of the "deem
and pass," or "demon pass."
depending on which ride of
the aisle you're on. The intensity of the opposition toward
that little parliamentary trick
was noticeable. Granted, it had
been used before, but never on
a piece of legislation so vast
and so important.
Second, it ain't over til it's
over. Should the bill become
law, the opposition is promis
ing a I n'.ht for repeal. Should
the bill fail, its supporters
will take up the banner and
begin again.
I'm opposed to the health
care bill in its reported present
form. I say "reported" because,
as Will Rogers once said, "all
I know is what I read in the

papers." What's more than a
little upsetting to me is the
statement from the Speaker of
the House (remember, she's
third in line for the presidency), "We have to pass the
bill so that you can find out
what is in it." So much for the
vaunted transparency of the
Democrats.
Republicans aren't much
better. They haven't done
much except oppose and
hope a few of their ideas get
included.
There are two things both
sides should realize — one
very well publicized, the other
hardly noticed.
First, everyone involved in
the debate is keenly aware
of the cost. The amount may
not be agreed upon, but
everyone seems to know it's
not insignificant.
Second, what has escaped
the notice of both sides of the
debate is the existence of the
debate itself. There are countries on this planet where
organized resistance to ruling
authority would land one in
jail or worse. And there are
countries where nationwide
health care is a given, but a
woman should think twice
about wearing a Muslim
headscarf (France), a person
could be sent to jail for denying history (Germany) and
a storeowner defending his
place of business with a hand-

gun could wind up in serious
legal trouble (Canada).
The fact is, Americans can,
and do, get lathered up about
certain things. Most of the
time, we'd prefer to be left
alone, help our neighbor on
a person-to-person basis, go
to school, earn a living, cheer
for a favorite team and think
about better days for our children and grandchildren.
But when a problem or set
of conditions or dilemma
or catastrophe is imminent,
we do stand up. We take different sides, trade barbs (or
worse) and let our hired help
in Columbus or Washington
know how we feel.
The media plays an important role in both our becoming
informed and informing our
representatives. Despite all
their shortcomings, too much
freedom of the press is preferable to too little.
The biggest problem, as I
see it, with health care reform
is the increasing growth of
the nanny state and the everdiminishing value given to the
individual, as opposed to the
collective.
But, as long as we have the
means to make our viewpoints
known, both pro and con, we
should never feel discouraged.
Respond to Phil at
tlienews@bgnews.com

The results are in:
House passes health care bill
The House of Representatives
approved the Senate's health
care bill by a vote of 219-212
Sunday night.
After a long afternoon of
debate, the House passed
what is being called by the
Washington Post, the New York
Times and Congresspeople as
"landmark" legislation.
Earlier in the week, President
Barack Obama introduced an
executive order to appease
anti-abortion Democrats who
feared the bill would be used

to fund abortions. The decision
was criticized by both sides of
the abortion issue, including
the National Organization of
Women and the National Right
to Life committee.
Speaker of the House
Nancy Pelosi was quoted by
the Washington Post, "With
this action tonight, 32 million
Americans will have health
care insurance."
On the opposite side,
John A. Boehner, the House
Republican leader, expressed

concern that "we have failed to
listen to America, and we have
failed to reflect the will of our
constituents."
The next step in the process
of turning the bill into law is a
reconciliation bill, which will
consist of tweaking the bill to
be more palatable to House
members. Some time next
week, the Senate will vote on
the reconciliation bill and it is
expected that a bill will soon be
sent to President Obama.

■ E-n-virl us at thenews®bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hal
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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NATION BRIEFS
Fargo on brink of
declaring victory in

flood fight
FARGO. N.D.- The approaching
crest o( (he Red River was being met
Sunday with more shrugs than white
knuckles, as Fargo residents walked
their dogs and went to church
instead ol sandbagging and escaping to higher ground.
City officials were on the brink
of declaring victory and had already
begun moving away from flood
fighting mode as the river continued
inching upward toward an expected
crest later Sunday of 19 feet over the
flood stage
The region was hoping for mostly
dry weather to speed the river's
fall by week's end. The forecast
was cooperating, with only a small
chance of rain in sight over the next
few days.
-DaveKolpack(AP)
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More snow falling
in Okla.. Ark. spring
blizzard

Thousands rally for
immigration reform
in DC

2 Baltimore officers
shot during traffic
stop

Insurers, doctor-owned
hospitals get late help
with bill changes

Snowmobiles,
ATVs, lobster boats
used for census

OKLAHOMA CITY (AP)-More
snow was falling Sunday as part of
a powerful storm blowing through
Oklahoma and the southern Plains
on the first weekend of spring.

WASHINGTON - Immgranl rights
supporters from around the country are
relying for immigration reform on the
National Mai

BALTIMORE (AP)-Two police
officers who had pulled over a suspxxxis
vehicle were shot and wounded by the
driver, and the suspect was loled when
the officers returned fire. Baltimore
police sad Sunday.

WASHINGTON (AP)-Tucked
into President Barack Obamas
health care bill are several llth-hour
changes that help major insurance
companies and doctor-owned

PORTLAND. Maine (AP)
- Census workers are using
snowmobiles, airplanes, all-terrain
vehicles - even lobster boats - to
visit the most far-flung, hiddenaway dwellings when counting the

Police Corrmssioner Frederick H.
Bealefeld III said the officers wl survive
and are expected to undergo surgery
at the University of Maryland Shock
Trauma Center One officer was shot in
the right cheek, while the other was shot
in the hand A third officer also shot at
the suspect

Among the beneficiaries, according to lobbyists and congressional
aides, are Kaiser Permanente. the
giant California-based insurance
company: Geisinger Health Plan
based in Pennsylvania; and doctor-owned health facilities in about
a dozen states, including Ohio.

The names of the officers and the
suspect were not immediately released
because some ramify members had not
yet been notified

Pennsylvania and Tennessee.

People are waving American flags
and holding signs with slogans in English
and Spanish such as legalization yes.
deportation no" About half an hour after
the raly's scheduled 2 pm start an area
of about four sguare blocks on the mall
"was fled with people

The National Weather Service
said there was moderate to heavy
snow across northeast Oklahoma
and northwest Arkansas, with some
places reporting 8 to 12 inches
of snow The snow and rain was
expected to end later Sunday

Organizers say tens of thousands of
people have traveled from around the
country for the march which is sponsored by dozens of communty. labor
and faith groups

Authorities have attributed at
least four deaths in four states to the
weather Police in Arlington. Texas.
said ice on an interstate caused
an accident Sunday involving five
vehicles and two 18-wheelers One
of the 18-wheelers fell on another
vehicle, killing one person.

Activists have been frustrated that
they ve had to wait for reform, despite
President Barack Obamas assurances.
-Sarah Karush(AP)

hospitals.

nation's populace.

•

Hand-delivering 2010 census
questionnaires in the bush of
Alaska. Maine's North Woods,
and other isolated regions isn't as
simple as strolling up a front walk
to a suburban home To get to
the more remote homes, census
workers might fly over mountains
or onto far-removed islands,
four-wheel it through forests and
contend with deep snow, bonechilling temperatures, and wildlife
on the move.

House leaders hoped to approve
the revisions Sunday when lawmakers vote on the health care legislation

Obama looks for another win in student loan plan
By Jim Kuhnh.nn
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — With health
care dominating House action,
President Barack Ohama was
looking for another domestic
policy victory Sunday — passage
of a vast rewrite of college aid for
needy students.
The legislation, piggybacked
to the expedited health care bill,
would end a four-decades old
program and its reliance on private lenders. It would authorize
the government to originate all
assistance loans.

In the biggest piece of education legislation since No Child
Left Behind nine years ago, the
bill would direct more than $40
billion over 10 years into higher education, with $36 billion
going toward the popular, but
financially strapped, Pell Grant
program. Historically black colleges and community colleges
also would receive a share of
the money.
If approved in the House,
the Senate would take up the
bill next week under the same
expedited rules used for healdi
care legislation. That means the
Senate could pass the education
measure by a simple majority,

virtually guaranteeing its suc- financial institutions provide
cess despite qualms from some college loans at low interest rates,
Democrats and opposition from the government guarantees the
loans in the event of default, and
Republicans.
House lawmakers passed the the government subsidizes pribill last year, but it failed to get vate lenders when necessary to
action in the Senate, where it did keep rales low,
not have 60 votes to overcome a
By directing the government
near-certain filibuster. By riding to originate loans, the legislation
shotgun on the fast-track health would see savings totaling $61
care bill, the legislation now can billion between now and 2019,
avoid that obstacle.
according to the nonpartisan
Private lenders have con- Congressional Budget Office.
ducted an all-out lobbying effort
That money would be used
against the bill, arguing it would to finance a continuation of the
cost thousands of jobs and Pell Grants and other higherunnecessarily put the program education assistance in the bill.
in the hands of the government. But about $19 billion would be
Under the Pell Grant program. used for deficit reduction and

to offset expenses in the health
care legislation.
The legislation is not as generous as the bill the House
passed last year. The government anticipates smaller savings than initially foreseen and
the Pell Grant now faces a $19
billion shortfall. The bill provides $13.5 billion to fill that
budget hole.
Congressional Democrats
had to trim their original student loan plans, reduce spending for community colleges
and eliminate about $8 billion
in early childhood education
money from their initial bill.
The bill proposes no increases

in Pell Grants over the next two
years and a modest increase
over the five years that follow. The maximum Pell Grant,
which a House-passed bill last
year would have raised to $6,900
over 10 years, will now only
increase to $5,900. The current
maximum grant for the coming
school year is $5,500.
following Republican criticism, Democrats dropped a provision in the new bill that would
have allowed the state-owned
Bank of North Dakota to continue making federally financed
student loans to students.
"Thais out, end of the story,"
said Rep. Karl Pomeroy. D-N.D.
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"He was tough, but when you passed his class you knew for a fact
that you knew what was going on."
- Angel Cunningham, sophomore, on recently-deceased Firelands professor
Todd Marshall [see story, pg. I],
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Head to head: The health care edition
After the Congressional vote on health care Sunday night, BG News columnists argue the pros and cons of a system of public health coverage

Being opposed to health care
conflicts with morality of most
By Christian Powers

•

•

I have been pondering the
arguments in supporl ol out
inr profit health care system
and arguments against a pun
lie option. Upon inspection, ii
is clear thai position is incon*
sistem with other beliefs held
In many of the same people.
Inconstant beliefs are contradictory and irrational.
I pose this question to the
for-profil supporter: "Are you
a Christian, or do you otherwise MIIIS, ribe to some kind ol
moral code ol ethics that does
not involve goal heads, blood
and candles?" The answer is
normally, "Yes." So. I query,
u hatever happened to I am
my brother's keeper, the con
cepts of never leaving a fallen
brother behind, all for one
and one for all honor, charity, compassion or the common good?" As I recall, none
ol these have "As long as I
maximize profit" stapled to
them
Apparently, doing the tight
thing is not incentive enough.
II profit is the only thing driving us to do good things or
companies to provide health
services, all that says about
us as a society is that we are
idiots It also proves either the
messages ol most major religions are US or the followers
do not gel it.
Do not tell me we should d<>
unto others as we would have
done to ourselves, or that I
should do service work or volunteer mj lime for the needy.
You can't claim those are rich,
rewarding, "right' things to do
and then follow with, "Screw
you it you can't find a job thai
provides health care
Anyone thai goes to church
and comes out saying ihey
oppose a not-for-profil sys
tent thai insures everyone has
access lo health care is send
ing two conflicting messages.
The first is, "Doing the
right thing lor the purest of
motives and the mosl Important thing," along with all the
Other moral value speak. The
second is, "Profit is the only
motive that will give us effective health care" tin the face
ol it not doing so — crazy!).
This is a classic logical contradiction, a "square circle."
So, I ask. "Which is it?"
Apparently they do not get
that our for-profil system

Health care debate indicates
democracy is alive and wel

"It is crazy how we can print billions to pay

"What's more than a little upsetting to me

to bomb the crap out of a bunch of invisible

is the statement from the Speaker of the

terrorists'... but we can't make sure millions of

House... 'We have to pass the bill so that

Americans do not lose everything they have to
not die from choosing food over health care."
sue ks right now and ,'i(> other
countries are doing it belter
than us.
Doing the right thing should
be motivating us to fund las
a society) innovation and
advancement in health care,
not watching your friends and
family suffer at the hands of
a system that enables and
protects the fictitious legal
persons, known as corpora
lions, which allow you to suffer and even die of medical
issues because they will not
profit from your treatment.
I he best-case scenario is they
treat you and then take all
your remaining wealth and
resources to insure they do
profit from your health issues
and leave you lo he alive, hut
destitute
nice job, people.
Insurance companies are
for profit. Ihey do not profit
by paying for treatment; that is

an operating cost, an expense.
If they can deny you. ihey will
I hat's pan of how they made
billions of dollars last quarter,
I he last time I checked, that
is a good chunk of projections
for the tost of Obama's hill
over the next 1(1 years. So. we
can afford lo pay operating
cost plus billions in margin to
the insurance companies, but
we can't get everyone covered?
Apparently we can afford to
give it lo the insurance companies as profit!
And take note, insurance
companies aren't
driving
innovation; they are discouraging it because they do no)
want to pay Inr it.
It is crazy how we can
prim billions to pay to bomb
the crap out ol a bunch of
invisible "terrorists" thai are
responsible, on average, for
7(> American deaths a year,
bul we can'l make sure millions of Americans do not lose
everything they have to not
die from choosing food over
health care.
We are all already paying
for the burden of a for-profil
system by having that system
limit access, causing people to

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.
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GINA P0TTH0FF, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
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Web site: http://www.bgviews.com
Advertising: 204 West Wall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

not go to the doctor when thej
should. What would lesus do.
cure your blindness and then
have you watch him take all
your belongings to cover His
time and energy?
And before anyone tries tn
furiously assert i am againsi
capitalism, let me be clear:
Capitalist institutions and lot
profit business are greal for
c commodities. If you want a
better iPhone, there's no other
way. However, things like legal
representation, police protection, and health care are not
commodities.
Another inconsistent position is the "it is socialism"
argument. If socialism and
communism are bad and capitalism is the greatest thing
since sliced bread, why do we
have public education, libraries, police, fire rescue and a
whole plethora of social institutional services thai are not
capitalistic or privatized?
Moreover,
even I hough
we have public social-based
education, private schools
are doing just fine. We have
public police and piivate
security companies. We have
access lo public defenders,
yet there is no shortage of
rich private lawyers, so I
doubt doctors will drop off
the face of the planet.
The logic behind the arguments against
socialized
health care is simply fallacious and inconsistent with
everything reality presents us.
In addition, unless you think
We should get rid of public
schools, public police, fire rescue, legal representation as a
right, public- roads, Medicare.
Medicaid.VA benefits, the military and everything else that
is not capitalistic, you should
be supporting health care as
a right. If you supporl any of
the above social institutions,
yet oppose a public option or
universal, single payer health
care, your beliefs system is
logically inconsistent.
Which is a nice way of say ing
you are quite literally crazy.

Respond to Christian nl

thenews9bgneu>s.com
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By the time you read Ibis, we'll
know if Congress passed the
health care bill. Several lessons can he learned from ibis

Mule exercise in democracy,
i ega rd less of I he outcome.
First, in spite ol all rumors lo
the contrary, Congress si ill lis
tens to the people. Sometimes
not very well or verj often, but
the change in the direction of
opinion since Ted Kennedy's
replacement took office was
noticeable. All of a sudden, the
Democrats weren't as confident; the Republicans weren't
as forlorn. Nothing since has
been taken for granted by
c-it her side.
The other evidence for pres
ence of the will of the people
is the problem ol the "deem
and pass. Ol "demon pass."
depending on which side of
the aisle you're on. The Intensity of the opposition inward
that little parliamentary trick
was noticeable. Granted, it had
been used before, but never on
a piece of legislation so vasl
and so important.
Second, it ain't over til it's
over. Should the bill become
law. the opposition is promis
ing a light lor repeal. Should
the bill fail, its supporters
will lake up the banner and
begin again.
I'm opposed to the health
care hill in its reported present
form. I say repented" because,
as Will lingers once said, "all
I know is what I read in the

you can find out what is in it."
gun could wind up in serious
legal trouble (Canada).
The fact is, Americans can,
and do, get lathered up about
certain things. Most of the
time, we'd prefer to be left
alone, help our neighbor on
a person-to-person basis, go
to school, earn a living, cheer
for a favorite team and think
about belter days lor out children and grandchildren.
Hut when a problem or set
of conditions or dilemma
or catastrophe is imminent,
we do stand up. We take different sides, trade barbs (or
worsel and let our hired help
in Columbus or Washington
know how we feel.
The media plays an important role in both our becoming
informed and informing our
representatives. Despite all
their shortcomings, too much
freedom of the press is preferable to too little.
The biggest problem, as 1
see it, with health care reform
is the increasing growth of
the nanny state and the everdiminishing value given to the
individual, as opposed to the
collective.
But, as long as we have the
means to make ourview points
known, both pro and con. we
should never feel discouraged.

papers." What's more than a
little upsetting to me is the
statement from the Speaker of
the House (remember, she's
third in line for the presi
dencyl. "We have to pass the
bill so thai you can find out
what is in it." So much for the
vaunted transparency of the

Democrats.
Republicans aren't much
better. I hey haven't done
much except oppose and
hope a few of their ideas get
included.
There are two things both
sides should realize — one
very well publicized, the other
hardly noticed.
I irst. everyone involved in
the debate is keenly aware
of the cost. The amount may
not be agreed upon, but
everyone seems to know it's
not insignificant.
Second, what has escaped
the notice of both sides of the
debate is the existence of the
debate itself. There are countries on this planet where
organized resistance to rilling
authority would land one in
jail or worse. And there are
countries where nationwide
health care is a given, but a
woman should think twice
about wearing a Muslim
headscarf (France), a person
could be sen! lo jail for denying history (Germany) and
a Storeowner defending his
place of business with a hand-

Respond to Phil at
thenews9bgnews.com

The results are in:
House passes health care bil
The House ol Representatives
approved the Senate's health
care bill by a vote of 219-212
Sunday night.
After a long afternoon of
debate, the House passed
what is being called by the
Washington Post, the New York

to fund abortions. The decision
was criticized by both sides of
the abortion issue, including
the National Organization of
Women and the National High!
lo Life committee.
Speaker of the
House
Nancy I'elosi was quoted by

Times and Congresspeople as
landmark" legislation.
Earlier in the week. President
Kar.uk Obama Introduced an
executive order to appease
ami abortion Democrats who
feared the bill would be used

the Washington Post, "With
■ his action tonight, 32 million
Americans will have health
care insurance.1'
On
the opposite
side,
lohn A. Boebner, the House
Republican leader, expressed

concern that "we have failed to
listen to America, and we have
failed lo reflect the will of our
constituents,"
The next step in the process
of turning the bill into law is a

reconciliation bill, which will
consist of tweaking the bill to
be more palatable lo House
members. Some time next
week, the Senate will vote on
the reconciliation bill and it is
expected that a bill will soon be
sent tn President Obama.
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NATION BRIEFS
Fargo on brink of
declaring victory in
flood fight

More snow falling
inOkla., Ark. spring
blizzard

Thousands rally for
immigration reform
in DC

2 Baltimore officers
shot during traffic
stop

FARGO. NO- The approaching
crest ol the Red River was being met
Sunday with more shrugs than white
knuckles, as Fargo residents walked
their dogs and went to church
instead of sandbagging and escaping to higher ground

OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) - More
■illing Sunday <) part
.1 .torm blowing through
Oklahoma and the southern Plains
on the lust weekend of spring

WASHINGTON -Immgraw
supporters from around the country are
rallying for immigration reform on the
National Mai.

officers who had pulled <jver a su ;
vehicle were shot and wounded by I
driver, and the .
I .'.hen

City officials were on the hrinl
of declaring victory and had already
begun moving away from flood
fighting mode as the river continued
inching upward toward an e-pected
crest later Sunday of 19 feel over the
flood stage
The region was hoping for mostly
dry weather to speed the rivers
fall by week s end The forecast
was cooperating, with only a small
chance of rain in sight ovei tl1
few days
- Dave Kolpack CAP)

People are wavirxj American flags
and holding signs with slogans in English
and Spanish such as legalizatio' ,
deportation no." About half an htxi- atter
tlteraly'sscfieduled2pi' tari
of about four square blocks on the mall
"was hied with people

The National Weather ■
said theie was moderate I
northeast 01 rl
andnorth.v • Arka I
places reporting 8 to 12 inches
of snow The snow and ram was
e-pecfed to end later Sunday

Organizers say tens of thousands of
people have traveled from around the
ihe match. wf»ch is soon
sored by dozens of commii' I
and faith groups

■'■ ill "lies have attributed at
: deaths in four states to tlie
Ike in Arlington
-aid ice on an interstate caused
an accident Sunday involving five
vehicles and two 18-wheelers One
of the 18-wheelers fell on another
vehicle, killing one person

■ tare been frustrated that
they've had to wait for reform, despite
President Barack Obamas assurances
■Sarah Karush(AP)

Insurers, doctor-owned
hospitals get late help
with bill changes
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Obama looks for another win in student loan plan
By Jim Kuhnhcnn
Associated P

WASHINGTON
With health
care dominating House action,
President Barack Obama was
looking lor another domestic
policy victory Sunday
passage
of a vast rewrite of college aid fur
needy students.
Ihe legislation, piggybacked
to the expedited health tare hill
would end a four-decades "Id
program and its reliance on pri
vate lenders. It would authorize
die government to originate all
assistance loans.

In the biggesl piece ol education legislation since No ( Inhl
left Behind nine years ago, the
hill would direct more than $40
hilluni over 10 years into high
er education, with $:tii billion
going toward the popular, hut
Financially strapped. Pell Grant
program. Historically black col
leges and community colleges
also would receive a share of
the money.
If approved in the I louse.
the Seriate would take up tl«'
hill next week under the same
expedited rules used for health
tare legislation. That means the
Senate could pass the education
measure In a simple majority,

MECCA

virtually guaranteeing its sin
iess despite qualms from some
Democrats and opposition from
Republicans.
House lawmakers passed the
hill last year, hut it failed to gel
action in the Senate, where it did
not have i>n sotes to overcome a
neat certain filibuster. By riding
sliiilgun on ihe last Hack health
care hill, the legislation nou can
avoid that obstacle
Private lenders have conducted an all-out lobbying effort
against the hill, arguing it would
cost thousands of jobs and
unnecessarily put ihe program
III the hands of the government.
Under the Pell Gram program.

financial institutions provide
college loans al low interest rales.
ihe government guarantees the
loans in ihe event of default, and
ihe government subsidizes private lenders sslien nei essarj to
keep i,nes loss.
Its duelling ihe government
in originate loans, ihe legislation
would see savings totaling Stil
billion between nou and 2019,
according lo Ihe nonpartisan
Congressional Budget Office.
Iliai money would be used
in finance a continuation of the
Pell (ii,mis and oilier highereducation assist,inie in the bill.
Hut about $19 billion would be
used foi deficit reduction and

io offset expenses in die health
rare legislation
Ihe legislation i- not as generous as the hill die House
passed last yeai I lie govern
ment anticipates smaller savings than initially foreseen and
the It'll Grant nou laces ., $19
billion shortfall. Ihe hill pro
vides $13.5 billion to till that
budget hole.
t ongressional
Democrats
had io trim iheii original stu
dent loan plans, reduce spend
ing for community colleges
and eliminate about $8 billion
in earl) c hildhood education
iiiones from their initial hill.

i he bill proposes no im leases

in It'll (irants over Ihe next luo
se.ns ,ind a modest increase
user die five sears that follow. I lie maximum It'll Grant,
which .1 1 loose passed hill last
year would have raised to $6,900
met HI years, isill now onlv
increase to $5,900. Ihe current
maximum grain lot the coming
school seat is$5,500.
following Republican criticism. Democrats dropped a prosision in die new hill thai would
have allowed the state-owned
Bank ol North Dakota lo continue making federal!) financed
student loans to students.
I hats out, end ol the story,"
said Hep. I all I'omcrov. I) VI).
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Outsized. Outmuscled. Ousted.
Falcons hang close, but fall to Big Ten power MSU

Game reset

It was over when... Michigan State's Jasmine
Thomas came up with the steal and raced away
for a breakaway lay-up, pushing their lead to
double-digits with 5:01 remaining in the game.
Turning point... Tied at 36. Michigan State '
took control of the game in the second half as
they shut down a BG perimeter game that had
hit eight first half 3-pointers. The Spartans limited BG to only six attempts from beyond the arc
in the second half and held BG to a 36.8 percent
shooting effort overall from the field.
Number of the game... 28: Michigan State
dominated inside as their combination of size
and strength allowed them to outscore the
Falcons 28-4 in the paint.
BG player of the game... Lauren Prochaska:
In her first career NCAA Tournament game
the two-time MAC Player of the Year scored
a game-high 19 points including a run of eight
straight in the first half when BG trailed 8-0.
MSU player of the game... Aisha Jefferson:
The Spartan forward did it all scoring a teamhigh 17-points and grabbing nine rebounds. She
also hit on two-of-three attempts from 3-point
range.
CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

'Hi - V .'.

BLOCKED: Michigan Stale's 6-foot-9 center Allysa DeHaan blab BG's Tamika Nurse in the second half of a 72-62 Spartan victory

Loss proves that Falcons need one
more player to be dominant

Loss to Michigan State could prove
to be starting point for next season
prove to be a valuable launching
point for BG's 2010-11 season.
With the exception of the three
seniors that are holdovers from
the 2007 Sweet Sixteen run, this
was the first trip to the Big Dance
for the current roster, includOOUISVILLE Ky. — For 20 min- ing two-time Mid-American
hiles, BG played one of the best Conference Player of the Year,
'teams in the Big Ten.
Lauren Prochaska.
Tied at 36 entering the half,
Prochaska lived up to her billMichigan State finally outgrinded ing as a big time player, continuand outsized the lalcons on their ing her effort that earned MAC
Tournament MVP honors a week
.way to a 72-62 victory.
, While the Spartans ended BG's earlier, scoring a game high of 19
•season for the second time in the points despite being limited due
;past three seasons, the loss could to early fouls.

With BG down 8-0 early,
Prochaska was at her best, going
on an 8-0 run all by herself and
sparking her teammates to jump
out to a 15-8 lead.
It was a marquee performance, that if not for simply
being outmuscled in the second
half, would have led BG to the
second round.
"It's a great experience. We realize how tough it is to get into
the NCAA tournament and how
tough your games are going to be,"
See LAUNCH | Page 8

LOUISVILLE, Ky. - An appear
ance in the NCAA Tournament
can teach a mid-major university's basketball team a lot
about itself.
A young team may learn how
their players react to the bright
lights of the Big Dance for the
first time.
A team with strong depth

BASEBALL

TWITTER
Become a Facebook fan

may learn that all it takes to
upset one of the big boys (or
girls in this case) is a revolving
door of fresh legs.
Asmall team may learn where
it needs to focus its next recruiting season.
Enter BGSU.
In 2007. the Falcons upset
two teams and advanced to the
Sweet Sixteen during their last
NCAA Tournament.
Fast forward three years.
Known more for their outside
shooting than their play in the
paint, the 2009-10 Falcons have
discovered that their problem
of not having a large post player

needs to be corrected sooner
than later.
The Falcons were outmatched
by Michigan State during a 7262 loss in the first round of the
NCAA Tournament on Saturday,
playing against a team that BG
coach Curt Miller called "bigger,
faster and stronger" more than
once before the game.
BG was nearly outmatched
by Toledo in the Mid-American
Conference championshipgame
a week earlier, too, and at that
point, Miller made a realization.
See POST | Page 8

GYMNASTICS

Follow BG New sports on Twitter

Falcons pick up weekend sweep

Become a fan of the B6 News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter, follow us

The BG baseball team picked up their first win of the season

Back in Anderson Arena after an extended road trip,

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

against Eastern Kentucky and then continued their winning

the BG gymnastics team posted their best overall team

your account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sport

ways, sweeping their opponent on the road.

www.twftter.com/bgnewssports
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score this season with a mark of 194.575, but still lost to
Central Michigan. | SM pagt 7

Sports" to become a fan.
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Falcons post season best score
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LEADING THE WAY: Breanne Guy and her teammates set their own personal best for a team score against Central Michigan.

Breakthrough performance
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Falcons post best team score of the year in loss against CMU
event where wc felt like 'this
isn't going our way.' It was
great to see them put a meet
together the way they did."
BG started out strong on
The BG gymnastics team had
their best all-around team the vault, arguably their most
performance on Sunday, tally- consistent event all season.
ing their highest scoring total Sophomore Dawn Christman
freshman
Sunny
of the season against Central and
Marchand led the Falcons in
Michigan.
Despite scoring a season the event, tying for second
high 194.375, the Chippewas place with scores of 9.825.
The uneven bars was the
came out on top with a 196.350
putting them ahead of BG next event for the Falcons and
for second place in the Mid- they kept the momentum up.
American Conference stand- They finished with a 48.675,
ings, just behind Kent State. which was their second highBG finished the regular season est total of the season. Monica
with ah overall record of 5-7 Eaton and Breanne Guy finished in a tie for forth with
and a 4-2 record in the MAC.
The Falcons were strong on scores of 9.800.
The balance beam, which is
every event and showed why
they are considered one of normally the Falcons weakest
the MAC's most competitive event, turned out to be a bright
spot of the day.
programs.
BG posted a score of 48.450,
"We really had our first allaround meet where we hit their highest score of the year
every event," coach Kerric on the event. While there were
Beach said. "There wasn't one no especially spectacular scores
Reporter
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event where we felt like this isn't going our
way.' It was great to see them put a meet
together the way they did.
Kerne Beach I Coach

in the event for the Falcons,
no one scored under a 9.650.
Christman was the highest
scoring Falcon on the event
with a 9.750, which was good
enough for fifth place.
The Falcons ended the meet
on the floor event and they
didn't disappoint. They put in
a solid score of 48.775, their
highest scoring event of the day.
Standout freshman Danielle
Wishart took third place in the
event with 9.850.
The meet was the final regular season home meet for the
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"We really had our first all-around meet
where we hit every event. There wasn't one

By C J Watson

9
Z

seniors of BG.
While they will be home
next week for the MAC
Championships, this meet
was their final sendoff for the
regular season. Breanne Guy,
Megan Chronister, Amber
Brewer and Qucenita Gamble
were all honored at the end of
the meet by coach Beach and
younger teammates.
"This group in particular
means so much to me," said
Beach. "With all the ups and
downs in a season, this group
has always been there to back

me up. They mean a lot to me
and they've been a huge contribution to our program as
strong leaders."
The meet was BG's best
so far this year, which came
just in time for the MAC
Championships next weekend. Confidence is high and
the Falcons seem ready for
anything.
"We're excited to be home
on our equipment," said
Beach. "Everything is all set
up and we're going to train in
Anderson Arena all week. To
come out and hit on a meet
like we did is a huge confidence booster going into the
championships."
Although BG goes in to the
championships with a loss, the

team sees the meet as a positive for the program. While
they might not have won the
MAC like they aspired to, teams
will be on the lookout for the
Falcons next week after their
performance this weekend.
"There's no doubt that Kent
and Central Michigan are leading us going in to the championships," said Beach. "You
never know going into a meet,
anything can happen. Being at
home on our own equipment
with our fans is going to make
it a lot easier for us to have
another great meet here."
The best of the best will be on
display this week as BG hosts
the MAC Championships on
March 27. in Anderson Arena
at 2 p.m.

Falcons pick up first win of the season on way to sweep EKU
By Juitin Onslow
Reporter

The Falcon baseball team came
away from this weekend with its
first taste of victory in Kentucky
this year. It came to the tune
of three wins with a sweep of
Eastern Kentucky.
The BG squad was 0-6 in
Kentucky prior to the weekend
after losing a t hree-game set to
Louisville to open the season
and dropping another threegame series to the University
of Kentucky the following
weekend.
The Falcons started to
find their form in Florida over
spring break when they played
in the RussMatt Central Florida
Invitational and notched some
important wins. The weekend
series against Eastern Kentucky

was the Falcons' first action
since then.
BG combined for 37 runs in
its three games over the weekend, and saw some impressive
performances at the dish. Senior
outfielder I'.). Blanton went 7-for13 and hit four homcrtins, driving in nine runs in the three
victories. lunior Ryan Schlater
added four RBIs on seven hits.
Game 1:BG 11, Eastern
Kentucky 9
As they have done so well
this season, the Falcons got on
the board first. In the second
inning, BG peppered three hits
and took advantage of good base
running and a couple Eastern
Kentucky errors to take a 3-0
lead. The Colonels threatened
in the fifth, tying the game at 44 after a leadoff triple and a sac-

Tiretfonc

rifice fly. After a scoreless sixth,
the Falcons hung five runs in the
seventh and added two more in
the eighth. Nine different Falcon
batters had at least one hit in the
victory. Ryan Schlater went 3-lor
3 with an RBI.
lunior Brennan Smith went
six innings on the hill and
allowed four earned runs on
six hits en route to his first victory of the year. Sophomore Ross
Gerdeman pitched two scoreless
innings in relief, lunior Charles
Wooten pitched the ninth.
Game 2: BG 19, Eastern
Kentucky 10
The Falcons were no strangers to offense in the first game
of Saturday's double-header.
The Colonels drew first blood
taking a 1-0 lead in the second,
and both teams would con-

Brennan
Smith
Won BG's first
game of the season
and the series

tinue to trade the lead until
the eighth inning when the
Falcons went off for nine runs
on four hits and three Colonel
errors. For the second straight
game, nine Falcon hitters had
at least one hit. Freshman
Matthew Pitzulo and senior
TJ. Blanton combined for 8-for10 at the plate and nine of the
Falcons' 19 RBIs in the game.
Seniors David Borcherdt,
Logan Meisler and Tyler Elkins
each added two RBIs.
Freshman pitcher Michael
Frank had a shaky outing going
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Patrick
O'Brien
Had BG's first save
of the season in the
series finale

five and two-thirds innings,
allowing eight runs on nine hits.
He struck out six Colonels and
on lya llowedone wa I k. Fresh ma n
Patrick O'Brien pitched a third of
an inning and was credited with
the win. Ross Gerdeman added
two more scoreless innings on
the hill to win.

Game 3: BG 7, Eastern
Kentucky 6
BG completed its threegame sweep of Eastern
Kentucky in thrilling fashion
as the Falcons scored four

Preferred
Properties Co.
n

runs in the sixth inning and
got a perfect inning of relief
work from Patrick O'Brien in
notching his first save of the
year. The Falcon squad relied
on some big hits as three different Falcons homered in the
game. Ryan Schlater capped
off his monster series with a 3for-4 performance at the plate
with a homerun and two RBIs.
Senior Kevin I.eady recorded
his second win of the year.
The Falcons (6-7-1) are
slated to take on Wesl Virginia
University at 3 p.m. on Tuesday.
Their home opener will follow on Wednesday at 3 p.m.
when the Falcons play Central
Michigan University at Warren
B. Steller Field. Mid-American
Conference play begins Friday
at home against Northern
Illinois University.
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Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apis
Piedmont Apis.
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apis (Downtown)
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1. Do you have a spending
plan?
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of your gross income each
month?
3 Do you track your monthly
expenses?
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ACROSS

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

THE FUTURE: Qvissy Stcffen (right) drives by a Michigan Stale defender in the fust half of BG's loss to the Spartans.

LAUNCH
From Page 6
Prochaska said. "It's a groat starting point for us in start working
haul lor next year."
Another player that will
be a key cog next season is
Chrissy Steffen. Who due to
Prochaska's first half foul trouble, had her first laste of NCAA
tournament action.
Steffen not only filled valuable
minutes, hut also looked comfortable on the floor keeping up
with the quick pace of die game
and even giving lit. their firs) lead
of the night after Prochaska'seight
point run.

POST
From Page 6
"Every once in awhile, a coach
(nines Into this league and
changes the whole dj namic ol
the league.' Miller said. "One
nl the things you're going to
see this Toledo program and
Icoachl Tricia ICullopI do
lor this whole league is that
we're all OUt there looking for
physical post players. They've1
absolutely changed the whole
dynamic of this league."
When the falcons are able
in adjust III that change, it will
help them be more productive in games against bigger
teams whether in the NCAA
Tournament or not.
That's not to knock center
Tara Breske - who played her
final game with the Falcons
on Saturday
or any of the
HI her centers and forwards on
lid's roster. Though Breske is
only six-feel tall, she has been

HE

post-game press conference.
"Our underclassmen, and
Steffen in particular, has gained
a lot of experience. She's being
groomed to take over for Lauren
Prochaska and those are some
big shoes to fill. You're going to see
her as a big part of our lineup next
year," Miller said.
While filling Prochaska's shoes
will tiot be an easy task, the duo
of the current superstar and her
heir apparent next season will be
a very scary match-up for the rest
of the MAC.
And just maybe, after defending
their MAC tide, BG might be playing with a school from a power
conference for the full 40 minutes
instead of just the first 20.

instrumental in the team's success the past three seasons.
But the truth is, the Falcon post
players were knocked around
like pin balls at times against
Michigan State, and Michigan
State pounded the paint with
a variety of players, including
ti-foot-9 Allyssa DeHaan and
fi-foot-l seniors Aisha Jefferson
and Lauren Aitch, who both
have wider bodies than anyone
On BG's roster.
As a team, the Falcons scored
just four points in the paint. The
Spartans had 28. In the second
half, Michigan State was able
to wear down the Falcons on
rebounds, holding a 23-14
advantage and grabbing 11 on
the offensive end.
"Their intensity going to the
offensive glass in the second
half really wore us down," Miller
said. "They're bigger, stronger |and| faster. It's like playing
against your practice guys for
two straight hours."
A mid-major can sometimes

negate its small post players
with strong perimeter shooting,
Help Wanted
but how long can the Falcons
continue using sharp shooting
Local hotel now hiring for 2 positions:
as their crutch and continue
computer professional with multiwinning?
media experience, and a marketing
sales manager E-mail resume to:
Miller recruited lill Stein - a
inlo@eidiproperties.com
6-foot-2 post player from Clyde,
Ohio - for next year's squad, but Play Sports! Have Fun! Save Money!
it is too soon to tell if she is the
Maine camp needs counselors for
all land, adventure & water sports.
answer to the Falcons' problem.
Great
summer! 888-844-8080. apply:
For continued success, Miller
campcedar.com
must continue trying to persuade big post players that they
Respite Care Needed
Occasional evening respite care
are the last piece of the puzzle
needed in Rossford area for young
for his team.
man with special needs Please
BG won't likely be landing
contact Dave Knessi at
(i-foot-9 women any time soon,
Wood County Board DD,
but if Miller is able to land a
419-352-5115x3332
dominant player who is 6-footSummer Camp Counselor tor
3 or 6-foot-4 with a wide body
children w/disabilities. Must have
to play center while continu- strong work ethic S be interested in
ing to recruit strong shooters, making a difference in life of a child.
$10-$l5.25/hr, 35 htfwk, summer
think of how good this team
only. 5 sites in Summit County, OH.
would be.
Must enjoy outdoor activities
Because if that happens, the
Visit www.akroncyo.org
Falcons may once again learn
to download an application from
what it's like to pull off an upset
the Careers link EOE
in the NCAA Tournament.

vendors at the Ohio Motorcycle Rally
in Sandusky in early June.
Applicants must be reliable and
willing to work 5-10 hts per a day
Pay rate is S12mr plus tips.
Relerences required, apply by phone
evenings at 602-486-3237.

Classified Ads

Campus Events
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BGSU 2010 Orientation Leaders
Applications now available.
Due March 25, 2010
Questions? E-mail.
esankey@bgsu.edu
Services Offered
Campus Quarters Sports BBf!
SO 35 WINGS & S3 Mug Club
every Monday! Find us on Facebook!

'BARTENDING! up to S300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174

Kidzwatch all centers now hiring care
givers tor days. eves. & weekends.
Send resume or apply in person at
3150 Bostwick.Levis Commons.
Perrysburg, OH
into®kidzwatch net.
www kidzwatch.net

"NEED MONEY NOW7I"
START IMMEDIATELY!
Work outside with TruGreen,
S8/hr guaranteed!!
"Weekly bonus as well"
WORK MON-FRI 4-9PM & SAT.
Work until end of the semester.
•Must have good communication
skills and neal appearance."
Apply at TruGreenToledo.com
or call Kris at 419-874-1945. #3

cinemark.com
or call 1 800 -FANDANGO • Eip Code 14321
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fridge & microwave
King or 2 double beds
Free cable TV
Free local calls
Hair dryer & coffee
maker available in room

Tamuna
Centerg
Cdebmtin* Our
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"Last Large Houses for 10-11 SY.
Must go, MAKE Offer 353-0325 9-9p
930 E Wooster, 6BR = 7 unrelated
321 E, Merry house. 4BR =7 allowed
315 E Merry UP, 4BR = 5 allowed.
1 apt. close to campus,
available NOW, May & August.
Call 419-708-9981.
12 month leases starting May 2010
.122 N. Enterpnse • 1BR, $380/mo
322 E Court- IBRapt.
$440/mo includes all util.
230 N. Enterpnse - 1BR. S370/mo.
125 Baldwin - 3BR. 2ba, $885/mo.
604 5th St. - 3BR, 2ba, $870/mo.
837 3rd St - 3BR, 2ba. $870/mo
847 2nd St.- 3BR. 2ba. $900/mo.
Call for August available rentals.
www.BGApartments.com
Smith Apt. Rentals ■ 419-352-8917

904 E. Wooster 1419-352-3588
S bads, 1 booth • closest to campus
993 S. Main I 419-353-8826
5 beds, 2 boons'* ippl available
THEWtpMHOUtt
248 N. Main I 419-354-1559
17btd», 2 boolbi • no isit. stttMf
Tt«kt|C<w<la*M.o«a

aih for Ron,

131 Clay - Starting at $340
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For Rent

For Rent

2BR apts. 4th St, pets OK, reduced
price, $490/mo *gas/elec, water incl.
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456

Charming Houses:
119 Troupe-3BR, 2 baths.
screened patio, $1,200/mo.
212 Crim - remodeled 3BR. 2 baths,
great room. $1.150/mo.
225 Summit - 3BR, 2 baths.
garage & carport, $1,000/mo.
Call 419-352-4380.

2BR home, near campus,
newly remodeld, avail May 2010.
$750'mo. Call 419-352-5882.
3 BR house. 404 S. College.
S600/mo plus util.
Available Aug. call 419-352-4850
3 BR townhouses, lease for 2010s/y,
4th St & 5th St.
Clean and well maintained.
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456
3 person house. 144 S. Summit.
4 BR. 3 baths, $1200/mo.
Avail. Aug 15. call 419-308-2050.

Highland Management
Now leasing for 2010-2011 sy.
1 & 2 bedroom apartments
Call 419-354-6036, M-F, 9am -3pm
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2, M-F.
www bgapartments.com

3BR house, very well maintained.
W/D, dishwasher, 3 person max
occup. Avail May, S675/mo ♦ util.
Call 419-601-0781.

Look for more listings on the
BG News website housing directory
www.bgviews.com

3BR. each w/ private lull bath,
close to campus, S950/mo.
Call 419-708-9981.

MidAm Apts.
1 S 2 BR - S500/mo including heat.
641 & 702 3rd St, & 839 4th St
Call 419-352-4380.

424 E Wooster. Lg 3 BR apt, great
location, avail Fall 2010 $950/mo.
utils incl. Call 419-352-5882
426 E. Wooster. large 1 BR apt.
Avail Fall 2010. $475/mo. utils incl
Call 419-352-5882
842 / 846 7th St. 3BR, 2 bath, new 8
modem duplexes, close to campus.
Call 419-353-5078
Avail Aug. 2010, all upgraded,
large houses, call 419-308-2458.
3 Bedroom houses:
127 Georgia St - $975/mo.
219 N. Enterprise - $1350/mo,
606 Fifth St - $900/mo,
131 N. Church -$750/mo.
2 BR house: 133 Georgia -$750/mo.
3 BR aot: 443 N. Enterprise -550/mo.
1 BR apts: 112 Ridge St - 350/mo,
S 443 N Enterpnse - S300/mo.

NEW REDUCED RENT
HOUSESI HOUSES! HOUSES!
PET FRIENDLY
May Lease 2010-2011
133 S. College - 3br 2 ba $850/mo
824 5th St - 4 br 2 ba S950/mo,
4 people allowed.
August lease 2010-2011
308 S College - 4br 2 ba $885/mo
FROBOSE RENTALS
500 Lehman Ave. 419-352-6064
www.froboserentals.com
Shamrock Storage
Many sizes. Near BGSU.
ShamrockBG.com 419-354-0070
Shamrock Studios
Spring Special on Studio Apt.
Semester leases, S425'mo, turn.
We provide all util, cable, WiFi
Call 354-0070 or ShamrockBG com

BG Apts-818/822 2nd St.
2BR Apts Avail. May or August.
S490/S500 * util. 12 mo lease
www.BGApartments.com
Smith Apt. Rentals - 419-352-8917

Sign tor next year now and save.
$420/mo lor year lease. 709 Fifth St.
2BR, 2 baths, C/A, call Jack or Phil
for appt at 800-829-8638.

Charlestown Apts.
710 & 730 Scott Hamilton.
spacious 2BR, new kitchens,
$600'mo, call 419-352-4380

www.meccabg.com
Mecca Management, Inc.
419-353-5800

WWW.MECCABG.COM

™. 2010-2011

FULLLISTINGI
419.353.5800
1045 N. Main St
Bowling Green, OH 43402

419.352.5211

125 Clay - Starting at $335
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Right Across from BGSU!
$439.00/monlh

117 N. Main St. $350
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Nightly news snippet
Stick (out)
1993 Dean Koontz best-seller
"Until every one
comes home" org.
Ingratiate
Honduras family member
Portia's maid in "The
Merchant of Venice"
Not in over one's head
Narrow window
Like child's play
Refuse collectors
More prosperous

a www ilacor nel
or call 419.352.3568

"10-11 s.y. leases/apts, houses, etfs
Looking to wrap up Houses still avail.
Discounts on 1 -6 BR houses & apts.
Cartyrentals.com 353-0325 9a-9p.

39 Matted cotton sheet
41 Excites
42 Inexpensive home
protectot
44 West Texas city
named by Russians
45 Let out hot air?
46 Small ruling faction
47 Web browsers, e.g.
48 Ark contents
50 Really bugged
51 Salon job
52 Member of Dionysus'
retinue
57 Business issue
59 Long, on Niihau
60 Examine carefully

ANSWERS
43
46
49
53
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CO THE HEAT

For advance tickets & showtimes visit

35
36
36

Employees
Literary middle name
Prize since 1929
Bear, in Bolivia
Sparkle
Lionel creation ot 1912
Math and others
Mastery
Bugs
Company that
developed TV's Indian
Head Test Pattern
Styx crosser
Dairy container?
Cuban currency
Winningest baseball
southpaw
Potomac span named
for a poet, familiarly
Chevy SUVs
_ Helens, Wash.
It may cover a spot
Emeril exclamation
Ocean State sch.
Pepper, e.g.: Abbr.
dye: chemical
coloring
Shih _: Tibetan dog
Successful
Actor who often said,
"Sorry about that.
Chief"

d
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For Rent

Help Wanted
Cigar vendot looking lot 3-4
enetgetic people to work as roaming

NEWS

Dramatic descents
Down with relish
Adorns, as curtains
Grant
Mike's Hard Lemonade, e.g.
Organs and such
Health and Human
Services agcy.
Start enjoying
Stutz contemporary
Warot 1812 battle site
Coll. divisions
No matter what
1970s CIA director, familiarly
North Sea country: Abbr.
"8&»A$%!." e.g.
Legalese, say
J and others
"Laugh-In" regular
Small bug
French pronoun
Send by wire

Steffen also displayed some
pretty passing skills faking a shot
and finding a cutting Maggie
I Icniicgan for a rare basket in the
paint two minutes later.
"It was a great opportunity. I was
ready excited to get in. It's hard to
describe it but it was a different
atmosphere and it was fun to play
in." Steffen said.
While Steffen did make some
mistakes, including a blow layup late in the second half, the
chance to get on the floor during
the vital moments of the game
will go far towards her development as a player.
It's something that Miller is
expecting, as he applied some
lofty expectations to guard in the
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meccabq.com • info(5)meccabq.com

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

• One bedroom apartments
• Close to downtown
d
J

